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Resolution: Duplicate   

Description

This is a follow-up to feature #8577.

Would it be possible to enable the Private flag to be set or unset on the "Bulk edit selected issues" page, and possibly also on the

context menu in the "Issues" page?

Related issues:

Related to Redmine - Feature #10042: Bulk change private flag Closed

History

#1 - 2012-10-09 16:28 - Abdul Halim Mat Ali

Mmm. I am wondering about the use case here. Why would you want to bulk edit issues to private?

Normally, you will set check the new issue as private before submitting as you don't want others to see...

#2 - 2012-10-09 16:52 - Gareth Sylvester-Bradley

Mmm. I am wondering about the use case here. Why would you want to bulk edit issues to private?

Normally, you will set check the new issue as private before submitting as you don't want others to see...

 I agree that's the normal case, but I have at least two use cases:

1. After deciding to enable this feature on a project when your tracker already has 100s or 1000s of issues, you may want to mark many of these as

private before you add the new users who will only be able to see the non-private issues.

2. Another likely, occasional, use case is the private-to-public transition - publicly revealing a set of previously private issues once they have been

triaged.

#3 - 2012-10-09 19:25 - Jean-Philippe Lang

- File bulk_edit_private_flag.png added

- Status changed from New to Closed

- Resolution set to Duplicate

Already done in #10042.
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https://www.redmine.org/issues/8577
https://www.redmine.org/issues/10042


#4 - 2012-10-09 19:53 - Gareth Sylvester-Bradley

Thanks, Jean-Philippe. I apologise somehow I didn't find the earlier issue before I added this one.

Files
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